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Recently, methods based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been suggested to provide reliable positioning
information for different land vehicle navigation applications integrating the Global Positioning System
(GPS) with the Inertial Navigation System (INS). All existing AI-based methods are based on relating
the INS error to the corresponding INS output at certain time instants and do not consider the depen-
dence of the error on the past values of INS. This study, therefore, suggests the use of Input-Delayed Neu-
ral Networks (IDNN) to model both the INS position and velocity errors based on current and some past
samples of INS position and velocity, respectively. This results in a more reliable positioning solution dur-
ing long GPS outages. The proposed method is evaluated using road test data of different trajectories
while both navigational and tactical grade INS are mounted inside land vehicles and integrated with
GPS receivers. The performance of the IDNN – based model is also compared to both conventional (based
mainly on Kalman filtering) and recently published AI – based techniques. The results showed significant
improvement in positioning accuracy especially for cases of tactical grade INS and long GPS outages.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Most of today’s land vehicles are equipped with Global Position-
ing Systems (GPS) to provide accurate position and velocity infor-
mation. However, there are several situations where GPS
experience either total system outage (due to satellite signal block-
age) or deterioration of accuracy (due to multipath effects and
clock bias error). Therefore, GPS is usually combined with Inertial
Navigation System (INS), which is a self-contained system incorpo-
rating three orthogonal accelerometers and three orthogonal gyro-
scopes. These monitor the vehicle’s linear accelerations and
rotation rates. A set of mathematical transformations and integra-
tions with respect to time are applied to these raw measurements
to determine position, velocity and attitude information. However,
the INS accuracy deteriorates with time due to possible inherent
sensor errors (white noise, correlated random noise, bias instabil-
ity, and angle random walk) that exhibit considerable long-term
growth [1–5].

The integration of GPS and INS, therefore, provides a navigation
system that has superior performance in comparison with either a
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GPS or an INS stand-alone system. For instance, GPS position com-
ponents have approximately white noise characteristics with
bounded errors and can therefore be used to update INS and im-
prove its long-term accuracy. On the other hand, INS provides posi-
tioning information during GPS outages thus assisting GPS signal
reacquisition after an outage and reducing the search domain re-
quired for detecting and correcting GPS cycle slips. INS is also capa-
ble of providing positioning and attitude information at higher
data rates than GPS.

Kalman filtering (KF) was applied for a number of years to pro-
vide an optimal GPS/INS integrated module [3–9]. More recently,
several techniques based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been
proposed to replace KF in order to eliminate some of its inadequa-
cies [10–14]. The major inadequacy related to the utilization of KF
for GPS/INS integration is the necessity to have a predefined accu-
rate stochastic model for each of the sensor errors. Furthermore,
prior information about the covariance values of both INS and
GPS data as well as the statistical properties (i.e. the variance
and the correlation time) of each sensor system has to be known
accurately.

Several AI – based GPS/INS architectures using Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron Neural Networks (MLPNN) [15], Radial Basis Function
Neural Networks (RBFNN) [16] and Adaptive Neuron-Fuzzy Infer-
ence Systems (ANFIS) [17] were reported for GPS/INS integration
[10–14,18–20]. The main idea behind all of these methods is to mi-
mic the latest vehicle dynamics by training the AI module during
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the availability of the GPS signals. An empirical model that pro-
cesses the INS output (position or velocity) and provides the corre-
sponding INS position or velocity error can be established during
the update (training) procedure. In case of GPS outages, this model
operates in the prediction mode to correct for inaccuracies in INS
outputs. All of the existing AI – based models relate the INS error
at a certain time instant to the INS position or velocity at the same
instant. The major drawback of such models is their inability to mi-
mic the INS error trend at either the INS position or velocity during
the update procedure. Therefore, in case of relatively long GPS out-
ages, any of the existing AI–based models may not be capable of
providing a reliable and accurate positioning solution, especially
for tactical and low cost systems. In addition, some of the recently
published results showed that KF might outperform some of the
AI–based techniques during the first few seconds of the GPS out-
ages [20]. This is due to the inaccurate linearized dynamic model
of INS errors utilized by KF. Such linearized model operates ade-
quately only in the short-term of GPS outages. In case of long
GPS outages, the ignored non-linear and nonstationary parts of
the errors grow to large values and deteriorate the overall position-
ing accuracy. The negative impact of the inappropriate stochastic
models of inertial sensors also appears in cases of long GPS outages
[10–14,18–20].

In this research, we aim at developing an AI–based GPS/INS
integration module taking into consideration the INS error trend
and thus providing a better positioning accuracy during both short
and long GPS outages. Such technique combines the advantages of
some of the existing models with the advantages of dynamic neu-
ral networks in representing the sequential process in the input
data (INS position or velocity). In this way, it should be possible
for the proposed module to model both the INS position and veloc-
ity errors based on the current and some past samples of the INS
position and velocity, respectively.
2. Dynamic neural network

2.1. Motivation

The INS dynamic error model used by KF is a linearized one.
In addition the stochastic error model for the sensor errors is
also linearized in the form of 1st order difference equations.
Such state space model is required for the operation of KF.
The non-linear and the non stationary parts of the INS errors
are not modeled for KF, thus deteriorating the positioning accu-
racy, especially in the long term. This leads to large position er-
rors in case of relatively long GPS outages. The non-linear
complex AI – based modeling capabilities is therefore suggested
in this study.

In fact, there are several considerable drawbacks to the use of
KF in vehicular navigation application. These include: (1) the
necessity of accurate stochastic modeling, which may not be possi-
ble in the case of tactical grade sensors; (2) the requirement for a
priori information of the system and measurement covariance
matrices for each new sensor, which could be challenging to accu-
rately determine; (3) relatively poor accuracy during long GPS out-
ages; (4) the weak observability of some of the error states that
may lead to un-stable estimates of other error states; and (5) the
necessity to tune the parameters of the stochastic model and the
a priori information for each new sensor system. The benefit of uti-
lizing AI-methods over the conventional method (KF) that none of
the above KF drawbacks could be found while utilizing the AI-
methods. Furthermore, the advantage of utilizing the proposed
IDNN over the other AI-methods that IDNN method is performing
a temporal processing that gives the model complete information
about the temporal relationship of the input pattern, which is
the main challenge in studying the INS error that incorporate ma-
jor temporal dimension.

Dynamic networks are generally more powerful than static net-
works (although they may be somewhat more difficult to train)
[15]. Because dynamic networks have memory, they can be trained
to learn sequential or time-varying patterns. In fact, in order to
predict temporal patterns, an ANN requires two distinct compo-
nents: a memory and an associator. The memory holds the relevant
past information, and the associator uses the memory to predict
future events. In this case the associator is simply a static MLPNN
network, and the memory is generated by a time delay unit (or
shift register) that constitutes the tapped delay line [15,16]. In fact,
the MLPNN model does not perform temporal processing since the
vector space input encoding gives the model no information about
the temporal relationship of the inputs. Traditional MLPNN is a sta-
tic and memoryless network that is effective for complex non-lin-
ear static mapping. In fact, INS velocity or position error prediction
is a procedure where previous states of the INS velocity and posi-
tion errors have to be seriously considered. Apparently, INS error
modeling involves a major temporal dimension and in the ANNs
context there are efficient methods to represent and process such
models [17].

A common method is to consider a sliding (or moving) window
of input sequences. This approach has been widely used with the
standard MLPNN [18]. In this case, a fixed number of past items
of information are selected and introduced to the input layer of
the network. Therefore, the network is provided with a static mem-
ory that is specifically expert knowledge-dependent. A major lim-
itation of the MLPNN with a sliding window input sequence is the
increase of computational complexity since the input layer has to
have a number of neurons equal to the number of past samples.
For instance, if it is required to model the error based on the input
at the present time instant and the past two samples, the MLPNN
input layer should have three input neurons. As a result, both the
network complexity and training time will dramatically increase
[15].
2.2. IDNN – Input-Delay Neural Network

Another way of dealing with temporal patterns is the use of an
internal time delay operator within the MLPNN network. This
leads to the time delay neural network, also referred to as the In-
put-Delay Neural Network (IDNN). In this case, the static MLPNN
is transformed into a dynamic network by replacing each static
synaptic weight with a finite-impulse response filter. Thus, the
number of the embedded time delays provides the network with
a short-term memory. The number of neurons associated with the
input layer is equal to the number of input variables; therefore,
the IDNN integrates temporal context information implicitly and
it thus recognizes temporal patterns that have arbitrary time
intervals or arbitrary lengths of temporal effects. Thus the IDNN
is suitable for situations where temporal patterns should be con-
sidered. This has a beneficial effect on the prediction accuracy,
which is the major objective of this study. Furthermore, the IDNN
can be trained even with the standard back-propagation algo-
rithm [16].

Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of an Input-Delay Neural
Network in addition to zooming on the internal structure of a sin-
gle neuron. The case shown in Fig. 1 considers a tapped delay line
that involves the P most recent inputs. In this example, we show
three delay elements represented by the operator D. For a case of
p delay elements and an input variable x(t), the network processes
x(t), x(t � 1), x(t � 2), . . . and x(t � p), where p is known as the

tapped delay line memory length [16]. Therefore, the input signal
Si(t) to the neuron i (Fig. 1) is given as:
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Fig. 1. Input-Delayed Neural Network architecture and single neuron calculations.
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SiðtÞ ¼
Xp

k¼0

wiðkÞxðt � kÞ þ bi ð1Þ

where wi(k) is the synaptic weight for neuron i, and bi is its bias.
Then the output of this neuron (Ui) is obtained by processing Si(t)
by the non-linear activation function G(.), chosen as a sigmoid acti-
vation function of neuron i.

Ui ¼ G
Xp

k¼0

wiðkÞxðt � kÞ þ bi

 !
ð2Þ
GðSiðtÞÞ ¼
1

1þ e�SiðtÞ
ð3Þ

The output of the IDNN, assuming that it has one output neuron
j, a single hidden layer with m hidden neurons, and one input var-
iable as shown in Fig. 1, is given by

yjðtÞ ¼ F
Xm

i¼1

wjiUi þ aj

 !
ð4Þ

where F(�) is the transfer activation function of the output neuron j
(which can be chosen to be a sigmoid or a linear function), aj is its
bias and wji is the weight between the neurons of the hidden layer
and the neuron of the output layer.

During the update procedure, we use a second-order back-prop-
agation variation; namely the Levenberg–Marquardt back-propa-
gation (LMBP). The network training process is performed by
providing input–output data to the network, which targets mini-
mizing the error function by optimizing the network weights.
LMBP uses the second derivative of the error matrix (E) to update
the weights of the network in a recursive fashion [15,16].
3. Methodology

The proposed IDNN-based GPS/INS integration module estab-
lishes models for both INS position and velocity errors along the
East, North and vertical directions, to reliably describe INS error
trends and to compensate for their impact during GPS outages.
The robustness of these error models will be guaranteed through
the application of early stopping criterion during the update (train-
ing) procedure of the IDNN-based module while the GPS signals
are available. Moreover, the real-time realization will be based
on the use of a non-overlap moving window, where the GPS/INS
data window moves in real-time with steps equal to the window
size. This windowing scheme has several advantages over the con-
ventionally one time-step sliding window method [19].
3.1. Model configuration

Along each of the East, North and vertical directions, the INS
velocity (VINS) and the time (t) are the inputs to one of the IDNN
modules while the error in the corresponding INS velocity (dVINS)
is the module output. During the availability of the GPS signal,
the IDNN module operates in the update mode. In order to train
the network, the INS velocity error provided at the output of this
IDNN module should be compared to a certain target or a desired
response. In this case, the target (or true) INS velocity error
dVINS|GPS is the difference between the INS original velocity and
the corresponding GPS velocity:

dV INSjGPS ¼ V INS � VGPS ð5Þ

The difference between IDNN module output (dVINS) and the
true velocity error dVINS|GPS is the estimation error (D(dV)) of the
IDNN module. In order to minimize this error, the IDNN module
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is trained to adjust the IDNN parameters that are continuously up-
dated according to the least square criterion until reaching certain
the minimal mean square estimation error (MSE). The training pro-
cedure continues and is repeated for all GPS/INS data windows un-
til a GPS outage is detected.

When the satellite signal is blocked (during GPS outages), the
system is switched to the prediction mode where the IDNN module
is used to process the INS velocity VINS at the input and predict the
corresponding velocity error (dVINS) using the latest IDNN parame-
ters obtained before losing the satellite signals. The error is then
removed from the corresponding INS velocity component to obtain
the corrected INS velocity (VINSC).

V INSC ¼ V INS � dV INS ð6Þ

In order to utilize the IDNN-based V � dV module in real-time
GPS/INS integration, a non-overlap moving window with certain
window size (W) is considered. A number of samples (equal to W)
of INS velocity component VINS and the corresponding GPS velocity
VGPS are collected. The update procedure of the V � dV IDNN param-
eters starts after collecting the Wth sample of both INS and GPS
velocity components. The patterns of INS and GPS velocity compo-
nents obtained over the data window are used to train the IDNN
module to mimic the latest vehicle dynamics and the INS error
trend. It is also used to determine the optimal value of the IDNN
parameters and to provide an estimate of the (dVINS). The IDNN
module is trained until a certain minimum of MSE is reached or
after completing a certain number of training epochs. This proce-
dure is repeated after collecting completely new patterns of INS
and GPS of a size equal to the window size without considering
any of the data samples utilized in the previous window. We
decided to utilize non-overlap windowing instead of the conven-
tional sliding window to implement the real-time procedure of
IDNN-based GPS/INS in this study. This is due to the fact that
non-overlap windowing is less computationally expensive [19,20].

To provide a complete navigation solution for a moving vehicle,
each of the three directions involves two IDNN modules (V � dV
and P � dP); i.e. the first for the INS velocity error and the second
for the residual INS position error. The velocity errors are pre-
sented in (km/h) while the position errors of the latitude and lon-
gitude IDNN modules are provided in meters (instead of radians or
degrees) to represent the errors in determining the vehicle position
along the North and East directions, respectively. In fact, in this
study and because of being concerned with land vehicle naviga-
tion, we will only focus on the horizontal position and velocity
components along both the North and East directions.

3.2. INS errors and the input delay process

If INS position and velocity errors are examined, one can deter-
mine that they are accumulative, usually grow over time and fol-
low a certain trend. It may not be possible to accurately mimic
and appropriately model this trend with an AI-based model that
relates the INS error to the corresponding INS output (either posi-
tion or velocity) for a certain time instant. Therefore, a collection of
a particular number of past INS position or velocity sequence has to
be presented to the model in order to capture the trend of the error
pattern, thus establishing an accurate model of the INS errors. This
can be realized by employing the Tapped Delayed Line (TDL) ap-
proach by which the last m values x(t), x(t � 1),. . ., x(t �m) of a sig-
nal x(t) (corresponding to either INS position or velocity) are
simultaneously presented at the input layer of the network.

In this study, one and two time-step input delay sequences will
be considered. The second-order delay effect will be considered by
training the IDNN model to experience, in the input layer, the
previous one time-step sample in addition to the present INS posi-
tion or velocity sample. Moreover, the higher-order error can be
considered by having two and three time-step delay inputs. In Sec-
tion 5.1, the impact of using one and two input delay elements will
be demonstrated and discussed.

3.3. Network over-fitting

Network over-fitting is a classical machine-learning problem
that has been investigated by many researchers [16,17]. Network
over-fitting usually occurs when the network captures the internal
local patterns of the training data set rather than recognizing the
global patterns of the data sets. The knowledge rule-base that is
extracted from the training data set is therefore not general. As a
consequence, it is important to realize that the specification of
the training samples is a critical factor in producing a neural net-
work which is capable of making the correct responses. Two proce-
dures have been evaluated to overcome the problem of over-fitting
namely, early stopping and regularization.

3.3.1. Early stopping
In general, the aim of early stopping is to mimic the prediction

of future individuals from the population [21]. This will be
achieved in case that the training data fully represents the sample
space and each left out individual can lie anywhere in this space.
Large samples and small dimensionality generally satisfy these
requirements.

During the update stage (training), the module performs the
function of understanding the input/output mapping as shown in
Fig. 2. To ensure the generalization of the IDNN module a hold
out kind of early stopping procedure is used [21]. The hold out
early stopping criterion was chosen due to its suitability for real-
time implementation, as the computational time is a substantial
limitation.

As depicted in Fig. 2 the part of INS data used by the early stop-
ping criterion corresponds to the intermediate interval between the
update (training) and prediction stages. This approach allows IDNN
to readjust its parameters to detect the dynamics of the data in a
transition interval before moving to the prediction stage. Further-
more, it avoids the possibility of model over-fitting for the training
data. It should be noted that the procedure shown in Fig. 2 is ap-
plied for all velocity and position components (six components).
In the presence of a GPS signal, the early stopping criterion is ap-
plied while updating each network. In principle, the generalized
IDNN parameters are those associated with the minimum data set
model error during the early stopping procedure of the update
stage. The generalized IDNN during the update stage is used in case
of GPS outages to predict the INS position or velocity error. This is
instantaneously subtracted from the corresponding INS position
or velocity to get the corrected INS position or velocity.

3.3.2. Regularization
The second method utilized to avoid the over-fitting problem

and to optimize the IDNN model is the regularization technique
[15]. This is known to be a very desirable procedure when the
scaled conjugate gradient descent method is adopted for training,
which is the case in this study. The regularization technique in-
volves modifying the performance function (MSE), which is nor-
mally chosen to be the sum of squares of the error between the
network output (YP) and the desired response (Yo) on the training
data set defined as:

MSE ¼ 1
2

Xn

i¼1

ðYOi
� YPi

Þ2 ð7Þ

The modified performance function MSEreg is defined in Eq. (8)
as the sum of the weighted mean of the sum of squares of the net-
work weights and the weighted original MSE function as
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MSEreg ¼ c�MSEþ ð1� cÞ �MSW ð8Þ

where c is the performance ratio that takes values between 0 and 1,
MSEreg is the regularized performance function and MSW is com-
puted as:

MSW ¼ 1
M

XM

j¼1

w2
j ð9Þ

where M is the number of weights utilized inside the network struc-
ture. Using the performance function of Eq. (9), all the IDNN mod-
ules were developed with the intention to avoid over-fitting of
the data in order to provide reliable model for INS position and
velocity errors along the three directions.
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4. Road test experiments

The performance of the proposed IDNN-based GPS/INS integra-
tion module was examined with two field tests (Tests I and II)
involving two different navigation systems. Test I utilizes CIMU
navigation grade INS and a NovATel OEM-4 GPS receiver. Over
the whole trajectory of Test I (shown in Fig. 3), no natural GPS out-
ages were detected, and thus the position and velocity information
obtained from this system in the differential mode will be used as a
reference when evaluating the accuracy of the system. On the
other hand, Test II utilizes a tactical grade INS system (IMU-Honey-
well HG1700) and a NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver. The trajectory
(shown in Fig. 4) was totally different from that of Test I. A mini-
mum of seven GPS satellites was available throughout Test II and
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Fig. 3. Test trajectories I showing the locations of GPS outages.
differential GPS information can be obtained and used as was re-
ported in [20,22].

The performance of the IDNN module is examined during arti-
ficial 100 s GPS outages intentionally introduced to both trajecto-
ries in order to test its ability to accurately predict the INS errors
and provide reliable position and velocity information. Ten and
four artificial GPS outages were selected at different locations
along Tests I and II, respectively. Since the GPS position was avail-
able during the entire experiment, the performance of the pro-
posed IDNN module is evaluated by comparing its output to
that of the GPS, which was considered as a reference. These arti-
ficial GPS outages were selected at locations of different vehicle
dynamics so that the system stability and robustness can be
examined.

The IDNN modules were initialized and continued to update
while the GPS signal is available. The real-time implementation
considered 40 s window size during the update procedure, which
is performed to minimize the error between the IDNN output
and the desired response such that RMSE of 10�4 is achieved. How-
ever, given the real-time implementation constraint of processing
time, the IDNN update procedure for each window was terminated
after 100 training epochs apart from the RMSE achieved.

In order to examine the value of the proposed IDNN-based mod-
ule for GPS/INS integration, it is essential to compare the position-
ing accuracy of the IDNN model to the conventional techniques,
predominantly based on KF, and the recently published AI-based
module [20,22].

For both road tests, the model results are compared to KF re-
sults, which are considered as the base line accuracy level for vehi-
cle positioning. The KF results were obtained using AINS™, a
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program developed and provided by the Mobile Multi-Sensor Sys-
tems Research Group at the University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada
[22]. This program processes the INS and GPS data using a 15 state
KF, where the states include three position errors, three velocity er-
rors, three attitude errors, three gyroscope bias errors and three
accelerometer bias errors.

In addition, the model results for Test I are compared with the
recently AI-based model utilizing Radial Basis Function Neural Net-
work (RBFNN) for the same trajectory and identical GPS outages.
This model is developed by the Navigation and Instrumentation
Research Group, Royal Military College (RMC), entitled the AI-base
Segmented Forward Predictor (ASFP). Basically, the model provides
forward prediction of INS velocity and position errors to enhance
the overall positioning accuracy [20].
5. Results and discussion

The proposed IDNN – based GPS/INS module is examined and
analyzed during both the update (training) and prediction modes
of operations using the navigational grade INS data of Test I. The
benefits of early stopping and the impact of the number of input
delay elements are also explored. Performance validation on an-
other trajectory while using other types of navigation systems is
performed using the tactical grade INS data of Test II.
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5.1. Test I – navigational grade GPS/INS

This trajectory was run for approximately 1200 s and thus only
four GPS outages were considered. Both 40 and 100 s GPS outages
were examined in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed IDNN module under different dynamics for both short and
long outages. The locations of the GPS outages were chosen so that
different vehicle dynamics were experienced during each outage.
Here, it should be noticed here that the model is trained with a
data equal to a window size (40 s) just before the starting of the
outages. Thus, the model is evaluated by training with a particular
pattern of INS error trend during update stage. This pattern is dif-
ferent from the one experienced during the GPS outage.

The parameters associated with the IDNN modules change
through the update procedure to achieve a predefined error target
between the actual INS error (dPINS|GPS or dVINS|GPS) and the IDNN
output (dPINS or dVINS). In parallel, the early stopping criterion is ap-
plied utilizing input vectors from the INS and GPS position or
velocity components on which the IDNN module was not trained.
This input data (PINS or VINS) is presented to the trained IDNN mod-
ule to examine its capability to accurately predict the correspond-
ing output data (dPINS or dVINS). As shown earlier in Fig. 2, a fraction
X of a data window of size W (i.e. X �W) has to be chosen for the
early stopping procedure. It is important to choose this part of
the input data so that it is big enough to be representative of the
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existing features (monitored vehicle dynamics). We have, there-
fore, decided to examine the performance of the update procedure
while choosing the size of the data record used by the early stop-
ping criterion to be equal to one-tenth, one-fifth and two-fifth of
the window size as shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows the output
of the IDNN module for the latitude position component during
the training, early stopping and prediction procedures just before
and during the GPS Outage #1. Apparently, if two-fifth (16 s) of
data was used by the early stopping criterion, the IDNN was not
well trained and as a result an error of about 1 m was observed
at the end of training (see Fig. 5b). Consequently an error of about
6 m was observed during the GPS outage. The main reason for this
is that there was not enough data record for the training process
(only three-fifth or 24 s), which made it difficult to reach the error
goal. On the other hand, when one-tenth (4 s) of the data was rel-
atively short for the early stopping criterion to function appropri-
ately. As a result an error of about 3 m was observed during the
GPS outage (see Fig. 5a). Therefore, it was decided to select the per-
centage X of the data set for early stopping to be one-fifth (8 s) of
the window size. This choice gave the training procedure enough
time to reach about 0.1 m error. It also gave enough data record
for the early stopping criterion so that less than 1 m position error
was detected during the GPS outage (see Fig. 5c). The performance
during the three cases shown in Fig. 5 was observed during the
training, early stopping and prediction stages of the other three
GPS outages and for the other position components.

The regularization technique described in Section 3.3.2 was ap-
plied to improve the generalization of the training process of the 6
networks. A trial and error procedure is applied to determine the
best value of the ratio c. Since changing the value of c has a very
minor effect on the overall performance of the system, there was
no real need to employ an optimization technique to determine
the optimum value of c. Different values of c between 0 and 1
are examined for each network and it was determined that a c ratio
equal to 0.8 provided a consistent accuracy level for all networks.

To investigate the effect of time dependence of the INS error
(the output of the IDNN module) on the present and past INS in-
puts (the input to the IDNN module), we examined the perfor-
mance of the IDNN position modules during the four GPS
outages. In this analysis, we compare the performance of the IDNN
module using one time input delay element to the case of two in-
put delay elements and the conventional case of the non-input de-
lay elements. As can be depicted from Table 1, the worst
positioning accuracy (for both North and East components) for
all GPS outages was observed for the case of the non-input delay
network architecture. Also, it can be determined that significant
enhancements (20–50%) took place in the positioning accuracy
when utilizing one or two-time-step input delay architectures.
On the other hand, the results clearly show that utilizing two input
delay elements has insignificant improvements to the model per-
formance if compared to the one input delay IDNN architecture.
While the proposed IDNN-based module showed slight accuracy
improvement when using two input delay elements instead of
one, the additional delay element significantly complicated the
Table 1
The highest position error utilizing different input delay sequences.

Outage # Maximum position error (m)

Non-input delay One-time del

North East North

#1 1.8 4.9 1.0
#2 2.9 11.1 2.2
#3 3.7 6.8 1.8
#4 7.4 7.8 5.5
update procedure (thus requiring a long training time), which is
not desirable for real-time applications. In fact, we noticed that
when the IDNN module employed two input delay elements in-
stead of one, the processing time during training and early stop-
ping stages was almost doubled.

Based on the above analysis, the proposed IDNN module consid-
ers a 40 s window size, one delay element at the input layer and
one-fifth (8 s) of the data for the early stopping criterion. Fig. 6a
and b show the location of each of the 100 s GPS outages along
the longitude and the latitude components, respectively. Fig. 6c
and d illustrate the associated error distribution. It can be depicted
that the IDNN provides a consistent level of accuracy for both posi-
tion components for all GPS outages except for the longitude dur-
ing the second GPS outage (8 m error as noticed in Fig. 6c).
Apparently, while the vehicle was subject to a noticeable change
in the longitude during the whole 2nd GPS outage, the update pro-
cedure (just prior to this outage) was for a training pattern corre-
sponding to no longitude changes (see Fig. 6a). However, such
level of accuracy (8 m over 100 s GPS outage) is better than the
output of the other models such as KF (18 m) and a recently devel-
oped AI technique (12 m) on the same trajectory [20]. Such supe-
rior performance over other techniques is due to the utilization
of input delay elements. More details about the comparison with
other models will be presented hereafter.

A comparison to both KF and ASFP was performed for both the
longitude and latitude position components during the 40 and
100 s GPS outages. Table 2 shows the average largest position error
(ALPE) for each case. Although, the IDNN shows the same level of
accuracy in case of short GPS outages (40 s), it provides a signifi-
cant improvement over both KF and ASFP in case of long GPS out-
ages (100 s) [20]. It can be observed from Table 2, that IDNN results
appear to be similar for both position components, in case of 40 s
GPS outages if compared with KF results, which was the advantage
of utilizing KF over ASFP. In addition, a similar observation could be
made in case of long GPS outages so that it can be determined that
the IDNN model outperforms the ASFP model, which was the
advantage of utilizing ASFP over KF. In other words, the proposed
IDNN module combines the benefits from both ASFP and KF
models.

For further analysis, a performance indicator namely the error
increase rate (EIR) defined by Eq. (10) is introduced. EIR is calcu-
lated as the difference between the average position error from
the case of 40 s GPS outage and the corresponding one for the case
of 100 s GPS outage divided by the latter.
EIR ¼ ALPE100 s � ALPE40 sð Þ
ALPE100 s

ð10Þ

This indicator is suggested to analyze and examine the ability of
the proposed IDNN module to minimize the increase rate of INS er-
ror over long GPS outages. Examining Table 2 carefully, it can be
concluded that the IDNN module provides the lowest EIR, which
indicates that the IDNN method is able to mimic the pattern of
the INS error increase much better than both KF and ASFP methods.
ay element Two-time delay elements

East North East

3.1 1.0 3.0
8.0 2.1 7.9
4.3 1.5 4.3
6.2 5.4 6.0
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Fig. 6. The position error distribution along GPS outages as results from IDNN model Test I.

Table 2
Summary of average position errors for 40 and 100 s GPS outages and the EIR% using different models utilizing Test I.

GPS outage Component IDNN case ALPE (m) ASFP case ALPE (m) KF case ALPE (m)

40 s Latitude 1.8 2.5 1.9
Longitude 3.8 3.5 3.6

100 s Latitude 2.7 4.7 7.1
Longitude 5.9 6.8 8.6

EIR% IDNN case ASFP case KF case

Latitude 33 47 73
Longitude 36 49 58
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5.2. Model validation utilizing Test II

In order to validate the proposed IDNN module, it is essential to
examine the model with another road test trajectory involving dif-
ferent type of INS. The importance and the benefits of the proposed
technique appear more when it is applied to tactical grade INS. This
type of INS is much less expensive than navigation grade unit and
thus very useful in a variety of applications. However, the rela-
tively larger bias drift and scale factor instabilities of the acceler-
ometers and the gyroscopes of tactical grade INS affect the
positioning accuracy. Test II trajectory (Fig. 4), which involves a
tactical grade INS is evaluated utilizing the same IDNN model con-
figuration developed for Test I (40 s window size, 8 s data record
for early stopping and one input delay element). In order to exam-
ine the performance of the system on a tactical grade INS for long
GPS outages, eight outages (100 s each) at different locations and
corresponding to different vehicle dynamics were considered along
the trajectory, as shown in Fig. 7a and b for the longitude and lat-
itude position components, respectively. In fact, most tactical
grade GPS/INS data fusion methods showed satisfactory position-
ing accuracy only for 30 or 40 s GPS outages. In some applications,
GPS outages may extend to about 100 s in areas that include urban
canyons. Therefore, in this study, it was decided to show the per-
formance for 100 s GPS outages in order to examine the robustness
of the IDNN module for these kinds of applications.

Fig. 7c and d, respectively, show the longitude and the latitude
position errors for the 8 GPS outages. For a tactical grade INS, this
level of accuracy is much more than expected from a data fusion
model during 100 s GPS outage. In order to justify this, the perfor-
mance shown in Fig. 7 using IDNN module was compared to KF and
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Fig. 7. The position error distribution along GPS outages as results from IDNN model Test II.

Table 3
Summary of position errors for 100 s GPS outages using different models utilizing Test II.

Position component Method 1st Outage 2nd Outage 3rd Outage 4th Outage 5th Outage 6th Outage 7th Outage 8th Outage

Longitude IDNN 2.86 5.92 2.53 30.05 33.50 30.91 9.82 10.13
ASFP 3.71 5.49 14.11 43.33 44.51 34.49 10.63 11.32
KF 7.09 10.25 21.21 63.26 70.19 41.15 13.85 16.08

Latitude IDNN 26.25 8.45 30.32 8.20 8.25 22.12 30.93 18.95
ASFP 26.09 17.86 31.82 7.87 21.71 31.16 28.21 25.32
KF 29.43 24.14 40.32 11.51 35.16 45.92 40.32 69.27
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ASFP one the results are shown in Table 3 for 100 s GPS outages.
Obviously, IDNN module outperforms KF for all GPS outages and
offers much better accuracy in most of the outages. On the other
hand, ASFP provides less position error than IDNN for only four
cases (highlighted in Table 3). However, one can notice that, for
any of these four cases, there was only slight improvement (less
than 2 m position error) over the IDNN module. Moreover, superior
performance over the ASFP method can be noticed in Table 3 for
most of the 8 GPS outages for both position components.
6. Conclusions

This research introduced a new technique for GPS/INS integra-
tion based on IDNN that mimics the INS error trend and provides
reliable estimates for INS position and velocity errors. The IDNN
module relies on input delay elements at the input layer so that
the output INS position or velocity error is modeled based on the
present and past samples of the corresponding INS position or
velocity. Consequently, the time dependence feature of the INS er-
rors was appropriately modeled. In addition, the common over-fit-
ting problems during the training procedure of the IDNN module
were avoided by adopting both the early stopping criterion and
the regularization procedure. The impact of different delay ele-
ments at the input layer on the overall positioning accuracy was
investigated. In comparison to conventional and recent AI – based
GPS/INS integration techniques, the IDNN module showed superior
performance during both short and long GPS outages.
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